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Improvements to transport infrastructure — committed and potential

Transport project — committed
- Metro Tunnel (rail)
- Mernda rail extension
- Heidelberg-Rosanna rail duplication
- Caulfield to Dandenong Level Crossing Removal and Line Upgrade
- Ballarat rail upgrade project
- CityLink-Tullamarine widening
- M80 upgrade
- Monash Freeway upgrade
- Western Distributor

Transport project — potential future
- Outer Metropolitan Ring / E10 reservation
- Interstate freight terminal (indicative)
- Rail network
- Road network
- Transport gateway — major airport
- Transport gateway — airport
- Transport gateway — seaport

National employment and innovation cluster (NEIC)
- Metropolitan activity centre
- Metropolitan activity centre – future
- Urban growth boundary
- Urban area
- Waterway
- Waterbody
- Metropolitan Melbourne region
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